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Abstract
People receive an overwhelming quantity of emails each day. The time spent responding to
each email varies. Some are responded to immediately, whereas others after a while. Previous
research suggests emails' subject line text affect not only the order messages are opened in but
also when they are responded to. However, an important gap existed in the literature: the
implications of the time it takes to respond to an email is unknown. This study collected data
over three weeks to identify the effect that the length of time it takes to respond to an email
(cost of reply) has on real world email processing as well as on previously researched factors
(curiosity, personal utility, urgency). The study took the form of the game where emails, whose
subject headers varied in relation to these four factors, were sent to participants; points were
won by responding to emails before the time window defined by their urgency level had
passed. Emails either took less than 15 seconds or around two minutes to respond to. As cost
increased, the response times and number of responses decreased. When there were increased
points on offer, high cost emails were responded to more often but it had no effect on the
number of responses to low cost emails. The difference in response times between high points
and low points emails of both costs was however similar. As urgency decreased, the time
available to respond increased and the response times of high cost emails was significantly
longer. When there was an increase in urgency, low cost emails were responded to more often
with the difference in the number of responses to high cost and low cost emails greatest when
emails needed to be responded to within three hours. Whether or not the points were specified
in the subject header of emails had no significant effect on the speed nor number of responses
for neither high cost nor low cost emails. These findings indicate people's email response
patterns change when they receive emails of a varying cost of reply. More specifically, the cost
of reply increases the effect that the time available to respond and the value extracted from the
correspondence has on email response behaviour. The findings also have implications for the
future design of intelligent email systems and email client interfaces.
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1. Introduction
1.1 A Background on Email
Email remains a popular and cost-effective way to communicate in a personal and professional
context. It is a less time consuming, more reliable and more efficient way to communicate than
face-to-face meetings or phone calls (Berghel, 1997) because people can be reached easily and
quickly (Manger, Wicklund & Elkeland, 2003). Email's asynchronous nature also enables
collaboration between individuals irrespective of geographical proximity resulting in a
significant proportion of organisational communication with clients and colleagues being
conducted online (Renaud, Ramsay & Hair, 2006).

Email has also presented a rich and flexible alternative for the distribution of information. Early
studies of workplace computer-mediated communication indicated workers felt empowered
when they were given access to email because it facilitated the receipt of an increased amount
of information from a greater variety of sources that was hitherto restricted to traditional,
manager-filtered information channels, such as department meetings and memos. This resulted
in workers attributing email to feeling 'more connected' and 'more informed' about their work
affairs (Sproul & Kiesler, 1991).

Although email originated as an asynchronous and rudimentary communication method, it is no
longer strictly a vehicle for communication. It has evolved into a multi-faceted enabler of task
management, personal archiving and instant communication (Whittaker & Sidner, 1996). This
has redefined its role in our everyday lives, especially at work where it is now used for sending
files, meeting reminders and a variety of other types of information. Although email's increased
versatility has expanded its utility, the implications are not entirely beneficial (Wainer, Dabbish
& Kraut, 2011).
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1.2 Email Overload
Hiltz and Turoff (1985) foresaw workers to have problems with managing their inflow of
messages once email, then primarily available in academia and government, became widely
used across industry. At present, the volume of email people receive every day can be
overwhelming with a number of factors contributing to this increase (Zeldes, Sward &
Louchheim, 2007). Email's asynchronicity has made it the appropriate communication medium
to use at a time when organisations are becoming more geographically and temporally
distributed. People are now constantly inundated with work-related emails (Derks & Bakker,
2012). This continual communication norm has been exacerbated by the emergence of the
smartphone, which facilitates email communication outside of the office and beyond traditional
working hours (Castells, 1996; Hörning, Ahrens & Gerhard, 1999). Additionally, since entities
outside the organisational boundary, such as utility companies or health centers, are now using
email to interact with their members and clients, this has further increased the volume of
emails received (Derks & Bakker, 2012). Finally, studies have shown email encourages increased
communication, even if it is with the same people or organisations who were previously
contactable via communication mediums that were available before email's adoption (Bälter,
1998; Sproull & Kiesler, 1991).

There is a tendency by email recipients to routinely interrupt their own work to monitor
incoming emails to ensure senders' expectations of a timely reply are met (Dabbish & Kraut,
2006; Derks & Bakker, 2010). Zeldes et al. (2007) conservatively estimated that the average
worker loses six hours per week to interruptions. This approximation is heightened due to the
systematic bias that results in people receiving more messages than they send because an
email's sender can address multiple recipients simultaneously (Derks & Bakker, 2012). Studies
have found that the average workplace email user receives slightly more than twice the number
of emails that they send (Dabbish & Kraut, 2006; Radicati, 2010). According to the McKinsey
Global Institute (2012), reading and answering emails takes up 28% of workers' time.
Furthermore, the situation is not expected to improve imminently. Although the growth rate of
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the number of emails received every day is decreasing due to the rapid rise in other forms of
communications, particularly instant messaging and social networks, the Radicati Group (2011)
still expect an annual increase in the average number of emails people receive each day.

Ducheneaut and Bellotti (2001) have gone as far as labelling email as a "habitat" because of the
amount of time people are absorbed in it. Whittaker and Sidner (1996) describe the
phenomenon that is the continually increasing number of emails received by people as "email
overload". Research aiming to reduce ‘email-related stress’ (Dabbish & Kraut, 2006) is being
conducted to learn of new ways to more effectively process the contents of an inbox.

1.3 Email Processing
Past studies have shown as the volume of messages increases, people either do not read every
email they receive or they read them in a different order than they arrived (Siu, Iverson & Tang,
2006; Venolia, Dabbish, Cadiz & Gupta, 2001). The factors that influence how people process
their email were however not identified. This motivated a Wainer, Dabbish and Kraut (2011)
study that aimed to identify the factors that affected people's attention to email.

Wainer et al. (2011) examined how the visible aspects of email headers in an inbox influenced
the way people attend to and prioritise emails. They focused on the effect of curiosity on
attention to emails after participants in a think aloud session stated they wanted to open
emails when they had moderate uncertainty about its content due to an unfamiliar sender or a
topic they were not sure about. The information visible in the study’s email headers was
manipulated in order to investigate curiosity's effect on email processing. They found curiosity
increases the likelihood of attention to a message, but that its effect is reduced when the
demand on the recipient, in terms of messages received, increases or when the header
communicates supplementary information such as how important the message is and/or how
much the recipient can gain by responding to the message, otherwise known as personal utility.
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Wainer et al.’s findings were, however, constrained by the methodological weaknesses
associated with a controlled experiment. Participants were observed in a short laboratory
session where they attended to emails of senders and topics that were specific to the study.
The questionable ecological validity of the findings motivated Hearne (2012) to conduct a
longitudinal study that combined experimental control with “in the wild” techniques where
email subject headers were manipulated similar to Wainer et al.'s study. The study was made
into a game with emails, which had their levels of curiosity, importance and personal utility
manipulated, sent to participants' inboxes and where participants would earn points by
responding to them within the timeframe defined by a message's importance level. Although
emails that induced curiosity by not revealing the points in the subject header were responded
to more quickly, the number of responses did not differ from emails that did show points.

Hearne's study was more ecologically valid than Wainer et al.'s, but it was limited by how it only
took less than 15 seconds for participants to reply to emails. This does not accurately reflect
how the time to respond to emails can vary. The aim of this study was to build on the existing
research on the factors that facilitate email response behaviour through the addition of a 'cost
of reply' factor; the amount of effort and length of time that it took for participants to respond
to emails varied in this study unlike Hearne's. The study evaluated the effect that cost had on
the previously studied factors (curiosity, importance and utility) and on people's email
engagement levels in general. The findings will determine how people's email response
patterns change when they receive emails with a varying cost of reply, and can lead to
prioritisation techniques that enable people to manage their email more efficiently and send
more effective subject headers, as well as assisting designers to create more effective email
interfaces.

1.4 Structure of Thesis
The next section will discuss in more detail the related research that motivated this study. An
overview of this study's experiment will then be shared followed by the methodology used for
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the experiment's design. The results of the study will then be reported followed by a discussion
on the implications of the findings as well as the limitations of the study and future research
opportunities.
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2. Literature Review
Previous research suggests emails' subject line text affect not only the order messages are
opened in but also when they are responded to. An important gap however exists in the
literature: the effect of communicating an inbox-level cue on the time it will take for an email to
be responded to (i.e. cost of reply) is unknown. This section will first briefly review the research
that focused on the stages involved when email is being processed as well as curiosity’s role in
the process. Wainer et al.’s contribution on when and how inbox-level cues for a message can
influence attention toward it will then be analysed followed by how Hearne’s study built on
Wainer et al.’s findings. Finally, the cost of reply factor will be discussed in relation to Hearne’s
study and other literature to emphasise its importance and relevance to this research field.

2.1 Early Research on Email Priorisitation
According to Venolia et al. (2001), people use a prioritisation strategy when they have a lot of
emails, because they want to deal with the most important messages first. 70% of participants
in their study were observed to open their unread emails in a non-chronological order.
Although the study delineated the five stages of people's email workflow (flow, triage, task
management, archive and retrieval) and determined that message prioritisation in each stage
was based on "interesting senders or subject lines", they did not make clear what factors
constituted a sender or subject being of interest.

Similarly, Bälter and Sidener (2002) observed that their study's participants scanned their inbox
an average 2.3 times before selecting a message preferentially, but they did not determine the
factors that influenced their preferences. Siu et al. (2006) did manage to extend on Venolia et
al.'s work by identifying the three stages involved when managing email during the 'flow'
process: glance, scan and defer. However, although glancing periodically for new messages or
deferring any action on new messages were insightful concepts, much like previous research,
the study failed to describe the message selection criteria during the interleaving scan stage.
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A related study by Porter and Whitcomb (2005) did explore how information in email subject
headers affected people's response rates to the surveys their experiment's emails linked to. The
email subject headers in the study were manipulated through the inclusion or exclusion of
three important pieces of information:
1) the reason for the email;
2) the survey sponsor;
and 3) a request for assistance.

Thus, the manipulations were based on the email’s topic and sender as well as the recipient’s
personal involvement. Their results indicated messages with a blank subject header yielded the
highest responding rates leading them to conclude curiosity motivates behaviour. This
supported previous research into the effect of curiosity on behaviour. Lowenstein's Information
Gap theory (1994) is based on an idea that curiosity increases with uncertainty as originally
proposed by Berlyne (1960). The theory states that a perception of uncertainty evokes curiosity
and leads to a desire to fill this gap in knowledge. This curiosity may be prompted by inbox-level
features of a new email, such as its sender and/or subject header. For example, the sender
could be someone important or unfamiliar. In addition, the subject could hint (but not reveal)
that the email concerns a matter of interest or urgency to the user or that a response could be
beneficial for the user.

Kashdan, Rose and Fincham (2004) explored the idea further and developed a model of
curiosity that proposed people have a fundamental need to initially explore for novel
information and subsequently absorb it upon discovery. Porter and Whitcomb's results
supported the model - the manipulated subject headers induced exploration and the opening
of emails prompted absorption whereby participants completed the task of responding to the
survey because they were determined to finish the task. Emails with a blank subject header
yielded the highest response rates. Porter and Whitcomb suggested these emails were more
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likely opened because they triggered their participants’ curiosity, and, once the emails were
opened, participants were more likely to reply to the survey because they want to complete the
task. The focus of Porter and Whitcomb's study however was to observe the effect manipulated
email subject headers had on survey response rates and, thus, its results could not be
generalised to explain people's situation agnostic email prioritisation strategy when dealing
with all types of email irrespective of context and type.

2.2 “Should I Open this Email?” – Wainer, Dabbish and Kraut’s Study
Wainer et al. (2011) aimed to rectify this research shortcoming by examining when and how
inbox-level cues for a message can influence attention toward it. They observed the effect
emails’ subject line text has on how people prioritise which emails they read first. They
investigated the effect that curiosity about an email has on when it is read and used a
methodology similar to Porter and Whitcomb's (2005) with its hypotheses motivated by the
past research into the email workflow stages by Venolia et al. (2001) and Siu et al. (2006). Its
hypotheses were also motivated by Berlyne (1960), Loewenstein (1994) and Kashdan et al.'s
(2004) curiosity theories.

Wainer et al. focused on the idea that curiosity is intrinsic and that the introduction of extrinsic
factors such as importance, personal utility and demand would minimise the effect of an
information gap (Chatterton, 2011; Deci, Koestner and Ryan, 1999). They however failed to
clearly explain why they held a view that contradicted past theorists' claims, such as Berlyne
(1960) who proposed curiosity motivates two types of intentional exploratory behaviour when
responding to novel, complex and conflicting stimuli: diversive curiosity (actively seeking out
sources of novelty) and specific curiosity (finding out knowledge about a particular stimulus),
and therefore implying that curiosity can be both intrinsically and extrinsically motivated.

Their research began with a think-aloud study involving five participants who were interviewed
on their email habits. They were then observed using their work email. Participants shared their
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thoughts on the emails they selected to read immediately, and identified any they would read
at a later time or would consider deleting. The results of the think-aloud study suggested that
inferences are made about a message's content through its subject and that inferred utility
(perceived value email may have to the recipient) as well as information gap (uncertainty about
the content of the email) seem to drive attention to a message. These findings motivated the
design of Wainer et al.'s controlled experiment.

Their study's controlled experiment examined how message importance (how urgent a reply is),
subject line specificity (how much information is communicated through the email's subject),
workload (how many emails need to be attended to) and personal utility (how much value is
gained by replying to the email) influences attention to email. The subject lines of emails sent
to participants were manipulated to investigate the relationship between information gap and
utility. The frequency of emails (i.e. demand) also varied. The experiment was conducted in a
lab thereby enabling the observation of participants as they completed their task.

The study's 38 participants role-played a temporary worker substituting for a conference
planner, and handled 118 emails from various senders in a 36 minute long session. The task
required participants to read each email so they could reply to the appropriate person with a
one sentence summary of the message's content. Unlike Porter and Whitcomb's (2005) study,
participants in Wainer et al.'s study were compensated based on the number of messages
accurately summarised and correctly forwarded to the intended recipient; the compensation
amount varied depending on whether participants' pay rate was fixed or variable. This
approach was used to support their claim that curiosity is intrinsically driven whereby the
introduction of an extrinsic influence, such as importance or personal utility, will diminish the
intrinsic effects of curiosity. The subject line of each email was manipulated to display varying
levels of:

1) importance - the number of crosses communicated the email's importance (low = “+”,
medium = “++” and high= “+ + +”).
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2) personal utility - although a within-subject design was used, the pay rate was manipulated as
a between-subjects variable in order to determine whether the marked importance of the
message for the conference aligned with participants’ personal utility. Participants in the fixed
pay rate condition were informed that they would receive a fixed amount ($0.09) for each
correctly forwarded message thereby associating importance as a signal for a message’s
organisational utility. In contrast, participants in the variable pay rate condition were
compensated based on the message’s marked task importance (low importance = $0.08,
medium importance = $0.09, and high importance = $0.10) thereby developing a correlation
between message importance and personal utility.

3) information gap - the amount of information visible in the subject line about the message’s
content. Messages either had no subject (high information gap), message category only (e.g.
“CHANGE-SESSION” – medium information gap), or message category plus full subject (e.g.
“CHANGE-SESSION: Room Configuration” – low information gap).

The demand variable was manipulated as follows: the 36 minute session was divided into two
equal length sessions whereby participants experienced both a fast message arrival rate
(average four per minute- 76 in total) and a slow message arrival rate (average two per minute 42 in total).

Their results suggested that uncertainty about a message at the inbox level increases the
likelihood of attention to the message irrespective of its importance; this finding supported
their hypothesis that curiosity is intrinsic. However, information gap's influence diminished
when participants were overloaded and had more messages to choose from, and it was here
that the effect of a message's importance became more prominent. Finally, they showed that
information gap did not influence attention when personal utility was aligned with importance
thereby creating an extrinsic motivation for attention to important messages. Wainer et al.
argued their findings show that curiosity is based on intrinsic motivation and that its effect
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diminishes when there are high levels of cognitive demand and/or extrinsic motivation when
carrying out a task; participants read important emails before less important emails when they
were compensated by importance level.

The study however was not without limitations. The experiment's controlled nature meant the
weaknesses usually associated with laboratory research applied, such as the lack of realism and
generalizability (Babbie, 1989; Falk & Heckman, 2009). Participants' concentration levels were
not challenged as their task was an artificially short session conducted in a setting devoid of any
distracting influences. This does not replicate the environment that emails are usually
processed in, especially given the proliferation of smartphones, nor did the time window
accurately represent how people check their email throughout the day (Kelleher, 2013).
Moreover, participants received emails only concerning a simulated task unrelated to their real
job or life and to an inbox that was not their own. Finally, the manner in which the curiosity
levels were manipulated reduced the ecological validity of their findings. The "[No Subject]"
header for emails with a high information gap may have only been effective because
participants' focus was solely on their task. It lacks ecological validity because it cannot be
ascertained an email without a subject in the real-world would effectively prompt the
recipient's attention; it could be argued it is more likely it would be ignored or considered to be
spam even.

2.3 “Should I Reply to this Email? Email Response Patterns as a Function of Inbox-level
Cues” – Hearne’s Study
Although the aforementioned research led to a better understanding on how people process
their email, none were longitudinal studies conducted in a naturalistic setting over a sustained
period of time; they instead used a number of approaches, such as interviews, think-aloud
studies or controlled experiments. The questionable ecological validity of Wainer et al.’s study
motivated Emily Hearne's 2011 unpublished UCL UG psychology thesis that aimed to evaluate
people's email selection behavior in the real-world.
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Hearne's study followed a similar methodology to Wainer et al.'s but over two weeks. Emails
were sent to the participants' own accounts thereby accessible from any of their devices. Thus,
the study’s ecological validity was greater than Wainer et al.'s, because participants' attention
was affected by their environment and their email prioritisation influenced by other nonexperimental emails they received. Furthermore, observing people's behaviour over an
extensive period of time ensured the scope of the data minimised the possibility of data
skewing because of limited observations in an artificial setting not conducive to real world
behaviour (Gerken, Bak & Reiterer, 2007). Finally, whereas Wainer et al.'s study only measured
how often emails were read, Hearne's study investigated attention to messages by measuring
response times as well as number of responses. Wainer et al.'s study focused on when
messages were read and thereby disregarded that there may be a discrepancy between the
order messages are opened and responded to. By failing to do so, its findings were potentially
misleading as they could be misconstrued that the first message opened is also the first
message responded to.

Hearne's study aimed to identify how emails’ subject line can affect the sequence in which
emails are responded to. The evaluated surface features of emails were the same as Wainer et
al.'s study: curiosity, importance and personal utility. Hearne sent her study's participants 180
emails over a two-week period with an average of 18 emails per day (excluding weekends) at
random times from 9am to 9pm. In order to motivate participants to commit themselves to the
experiment, a game was developed whereby participants would win points for replying to
emails on time and cash prizes rewarded to two participants who earned the highest number of
points as well as a third prize to a randomly selected participant who completed the study.

Participants earned a different number of points (10, 30, 100) when they responded to emails.
The points value of emails was not always visible in the subject; when it was not, the aim was to
get participants curious and encourage them to open the email to find out. Additionally, the
time participants had to respond to an email varied depending on the message's importance
level (20 minutes, 3 hours, 24 hours). An on-time response occurred when an email was
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responded to before its response time window had passed.

The subject of the emails sent to the study's participants varied in relation to three factors:
curiosity (information gap), importance and personal utility. Information gap defined whether
the points value of an email was displayed in its subject. The two levels of curiosity used
(information gap or no information gap) were the same as the ones used in Wainer et al.'s
analysis of their results. Importance defined how long participants had to respond to an email
in order to receive points. Furthermore, the importance levels' corresponding time windows
ensured they had practical connotations. Personal utility defined the number of points
participants earned when they replied to the email on time. A variable pay rate was used to
keep participants more interested in the game in contrast to Wainer et al.'s study where both a
variable and fixed pay was used. Finally, demand was not manipulated because, unlike Wainer
et al.'s study, participants were already receiving personal and work emails from non-game
related entities.

Hearne's results showed although participants responded more quickly to high information gap
emails, there was no difference in the number of responses between emails with high and low
information gaps. This contradicted Wainer et al.'s claim that curiosity is solely intrinsic and
whose effect is stifled when there are extrinsic factors, such as the payment method that was
always an extrinsic motivator in Hearne's study. Hearne suggested this indicates that when
people receive an email with an information gap, their induced curiosity causes them to open
the email and the act of doing so results in a response more likely to be followed through
immediately regardless of its learned personal utility. Secondly, it was found that the decreased
time available to respond to emails of higher importance resulted in a significantly lesser
number of on time responses but faster response times. It was suggested that this was because
people were more likely to miss the response time window, but when they did not, the
decreased amount of time to respond would result in faster response times. Thirdly, an
interaction between information gap and importance was not identified. Although this
supported Wainer et al.'s finding that curiosity operates intrinsically in an email context, Hearne
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argued it was because curiosity can be either diversive (when prompted by an information gap)
or specific (when prompted by importance), as theorised by Berlyne (1960). It was suggested
that although information gap and importance may both drive curiosity, they can have an
independent effect on email response behaviour. Finally, when emails had no information gap,
although participants responded more slowly to high points emails, they were responded to
more often than low points emails thereby indicating that personal utility can affect email
deferral strategies. This suggested the effect of information gap was not independent of
personal utility and directly contradicted Wainer et al.'s finding that information gap did not
increase attention to emails when there was a variable personal utility condition.

2.4 Why Cost of Reply Matters
Although Hearne's results were more ecologically valid than Wainer et al.'s findings, it has its
own limitations. In Hearne's study, it only took less than 15 seconds to reply to emails. Many
participants stated the minimal effort needed to reply to emails resulted in the content not
being read. Moreover, the repetitive content in emails meant reading was unnecessary. The
content of emails received in the real word is unique and the cost of replying to them varies.
Dabbish et al. (2005) showed an email’s response requires a task to be completed:

1) rapid-response task - fast and easy to reply to with one's own knowledge or resources;

2) extended-response task - requires time to handle and process and possibly deferred for a
reply at a later time;

or 3) interdependent task - relies on the actions of others before it can be replied.

The low-cost emails in Hearne's study only contained a rapid-response task; extended-response
and interdependent tasks were not used. The cost of replying to all emails was uniform
irrespective of their information gap, personal utility or importance. This is not so in the real-
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world. Derks and Bakker (2012) analysis of data from a 2008 survey of Intel employees (Hemp,
2009) showed the amount of time employees took to process each email varied depending on
whether the message was considered unnecessary, necessary or important. A correlation
existed between the estimated time to process a message and the message importance - the
more important the message was, the more time employees took to reply to it. This is because
the steps followed during processing varied depending on the message type. An unnecessary
message was quickly scanned and deleted without response within 30 seconds on average. A
necessary message was read and briefly replied to with known or readily-available information.
Its average processing time varied depending on the volume of emails received by the recipient
on a daily basis: a regular staff member would take around two minutes to process it, whereas
an executive, who received more than four times the amount of daily emails in comparison,
would only dedicate a minute to its processing. An important message was estimated to take
five minutes to respond to because its processing consisted of reading, thinking, researching
needed information and/or coordinating with others prior to responding with attention to word
choice, recipient list and clarity.

When a decision is made between several mutually exclusive alternatives given limited
resources, there are personal and financial costs incurred (Kapoor, Dlabay & Hughes, 2007).
These relate to the opportunity cost that is the lost benefits of the rejected choices (von
Wieser, 1927). Time is an example of an expense that may have been better spent pursuing one
of the alternatives (Cooper, 2011). Past behavioural science research (Gray & Boehm-Davis,
2000) show human cognition is sensitive to small differences in the cost of performing a task
thereby inferring the time it takes to respond to an email may influence email processing.
Previous research (Lohse & Johnson, 1996; O'Hara & Payne, 1998; Svendsen, 1991) showed
when a task can be completed using alternative micro-strategies, people tend to select the one
that is most efficient. The participants in Gray and Boehm-Davis' study also chose the fastest
micro-strategy for each of their two tasks, leading them to conclude that task analyses at the
millisecond level can inform design. Thus, in an email context, it is important to determine how
much the cost associated with a reply can influence the way people process their email.
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In summary, past research has studied the stages involved in processing email, as well as the
effect of curiosity on it. However, prior to Hearne’s study, no email experiment was run in the
wild. Although Hearne’s research presented more ecologically valid findings, it focused on the
behavior of email users only when dealing with ‘rapid-response’ emails. This study aims to
address this limitation by replicating Hearne’s experiment with the notable addition of a fourth
factor, cost of reply, in order for the ecology validity of the findings to expand beyond 'rapidresponse' emails and to evaluate how email users behave when they are inundated with emails
of varying cost.
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3. Overview of Experiment
This study aimed to build on an unpublished undergraduate thesis (Hearne, 2012) that
evaluated how people process email within their daily lives. Prior to Hearne's study, there was
no literature on email processing whose findings were derived from a longitudinal study. The
objective was to address a specific limitation of Hearne's study: the absence of a cost factor.
Thus, the same game was used whereby participants responded to emails in order to win points
with two participants who had amassed the highest number of points at the end of the game
winning cash prizes. Besides the 180 low cost emails that participants in Hearne's study
received where a reply consisted of copy and pasting a unique code from the message body to
the reply's subject line, there were an additional 180 high-cost emails sent to the study's
participants. Responding to these emails required more time and effort because the unique
code was obtained after the completion of a web-based task that the emails linked to.

The addition of the cost factor meant the interaction effect between four factors were studied
and the emails' subject header varied in relation to these factors: 2 (curiosity) x 3 (urgency) x 3
(personal utility) x 2 (cost of reply).

1) Information gap (curiosity)
This was defined by whether the email's subject header displayed the number of points that
would be gained by replying to the email. The study used the same two levels of curiosity
(information gap or no information gap) as Hearne's study that was based on Wainer et al.'s
study which started with three information gap levels but was reduced to two during analysis.

2) Urgency (importance)
This was defined by how long participants had to reply to an email in order to win points. This
factor was labelled as ‘importance’ in Hearne and Wainer et al.'s studies, but was renamed
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because it was decided that the term 'urgency' more accurately described its implications.
Urgency was however still represented in emails' subject headers in the same way as past
studies (using crosses) and used the same three levels of urgency (low, medium, high). Similar
to Hearne's study and in contrast to Wainer et al.'s study, each urgency level had a
corresponding time window that represented when the email needed to replied within (20
minutes, 3 hours, 24 hours). An 'on time response' was when the email was responded to
within its associated response time window.

3) Personal utility
This was defined by how many points a participant would earn if they replied to an email before
its urgency level's associated time window had passed. Due to the experiment having the
characteristics of a game, it was decided to consistently vary the pay rate per email using the
same three levels of personal utility as Hearne's study (10 points, 30 points, 100 points) in
contrast to Wainer et al.'s study where the personal utility of emails used variable or fixed pay.

4) Cost of reply
This was defined by how much time and effort is needed to reply to an email. Neither Wainer et
al. nor Hearne considered this factor in their experiments. There were two levels of cost used:
high and low. The low cost emails were the same emails used in Hearne's study and were
straightforward to reply to as the response code was immediately visible in the message body.
On the other hand, the new high cost emails took longer to respond to because the response
code could only be obtained upon the completion of a web-based task that the email linked to.

Given the four factors that were manipulated in the emails' subject headers, the number of
responses and response times for each subject header variation were measured. Whereas
Wainer et al. only recorded if participants opened an email through observation, the software
that was previously developed for Hearne's study was used here too; it enabled the
measurement of the response time for each email and ensured the study's email behaviour
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measurements exceeded Wainer et al.'s. As the game was not run inside a controlled
environment but over a sustained period of time within the participants’ busy and dynamic
everyday lives, it was assumed that they would be too preoccupied to reply to every email
thereby leading to particular patterns of selection in their responses. Thus, it was decided not
to manipulate demand, unlike Wainer et al.'s study and similar to Hearne's study, as
participants were expected to receive a sufficient numbers of other emails as part of their
personal and academic/professional lives.

3.1 Hypotheses
Cost of reply is predicted to alter participants' response patterns. In Hearne's study, responding
to all emails was fast and easy. Many of her study's participants when interviewed at the end of
the study reported that they did not pay any attention to the different email types and instead
tried to respond to all emails; personal utility was found to have no effect on email response
strategies and supported this assertion. Thus, when emails were not responded to, it is more
likely that this was because they were not seen on time. The cost factor introduced in this study
will however ensure some emails are faster and easier to respond to than others, thereby
increasing the effect that the time associated with an urgency level and the points associated
with a personal utility level will have on participants' response behaviour.

Hypothesis 1 – As the cost of reply increases, the speed and number of on time responses
decreases.

People are more likely to respond to an email if the amount of time and effort required for a
response is minimal. That is why it is believed participants will respond more often and faster to
emails with a low cost of reply in comparison to high cost emails.
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Hypothesis 2 - As personal utility increases, the speed and number of on times responses to
high cost emails will increase but it will not change significantly for low cost emails.

If the cost of replying to an email is high and the personal utility is also high, then participants
are more likely to respond to it because they will perceive that the effort put into a response is
justified by the value they will extract from it. Hearne similarly hypothesised that people in a
busy environment, such as the participants during the study, will prioritise the reply of emails
with the highest number of points. Although Wainer et al. had shown this to be the case, the
hypothesis was refuted by Hearne's results - there were no selective patterns of response
speed or number based on the number of points available. This may have been because the
cost of reply to messages was consistently low. This study proposes personal utility influences
email users' response patterns only when the cost of reply is high.

Hypothesis 3 - When urgency is high, low cost emails will be responded to more often than high
cost emails. However, as the urgency decreases, the difference in the number of on time
responses between low cost and high cost emails will be reduced. As for the speed of
responses, as urgency decreases, low cost emails will be responded to significantly faster than
high cost emails.

When processing emails that have three or more hours to be responded to, a participant is
more likely to respond faster if it is low cost, because it would be counter-productive for their
response to be deferred as they take less than two minutes to respond to (Allen, 2002). In
contrast, responding to high cost emails in this context may be deferred to a later time when
the participant has the time available to respond. Thus, as urgency decreases, high cost emails
are more likely to be responded to as often as low cost emails.

On the other hand, an email that is highly urgent needs to be responded within 20 minutes. The
task in a high cost email takes around two minutes to complete. Thus, for a participant to reply
successfully to a high cost email that is highly urgent, not only will they need to open the email
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less than 20 minutes after it was sent, but they will also need to immediately dedicate up to
two minutes of their time to respond to it. Therefore, it is believed people will reply more often
to highly urgent emails when they are low cost.

Hypothesis 4 - Information gap will increase the speed of responses to both high cost and low
cost emails, but will not have an effect on the number of on time responses to either cost
email.

If a participant is curious enough to open an email to learn of its personal utility, then they are
more likely to respond immediately afterwards, regardless of its cost of reply, because they
have finished the 'already-started' task and are motivated to complete the task by responding.
This was the behaviour exhibited by Hearne's participants, and it is not believed that a high cost
of reply will discourage participants from responding in this context because the act of opening
a high cost email with an information gap demonstrates a willingness to respond pending the
personal utility meeting the participants' minimum expectations. On the other hand,
information gap will not have an effect on the number of responses, as was found in Hearne's
study, because it is a combination of the cost and personal utility of high information gap emails
that determine whether or not to respond.
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4. Method
4.1 Participants
Hearne’s study recruited 31 participants but only 23 responded to more than half of their
emails. There was 100% more emails sent in this study compared to Hearne’s (from 180 to 360
emails per participant). Although the study was lengthened by an additional third week to
accommodate the extra emails sent, this still increased the average number of emails sent to
participants each day compared to Hearne’s study. The alternative was to run the study for four
weeks in order to retain Hearne’s average number of emails per day but this was rejected
because the logistics of running the study successfully for a month was considered impractical.
The increase in the study’s length and average number of emails per day made it important to
recruit a greater number of participants than Hearne’s study as there was an increased
possibility of participants dropping out.

A recruitment web page was setup (Appendix B). People who signed up were emailed a consent
form and were also asked to complete a brief online questionnaire (Appendix C) to answer a
few questions about themselves and their current email usage/habits. The study managed to
recruit 45 participants (Age – M = 28, Min = 20, Max = 48, SD = 5.81): 31 were male (69%) and
14 were female (31%). All participants were self-assessed high users of email and stated they
check their inbox at least once every few hours. The majority of participants (66.67%) were
working full-time; the study also included full-time students (13.33%).

The study used Hearne’s game approach to motivate engagement with cash prizes rewarded to
incentivise participation. The game was based on the one used in Hearne’s study, but it
introduced the cost variable so that the time and effort required to respond to emails varied.
The participant with the highest number of points at the end of the study won £100, and the
runner-up won £50. A third participant, who needed to have responded to emails in all three
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weeks of the study as well as to more than half of the emails he/she had received, was picked
at random to win the final £50 cash prize. The random third prize encouraged all participants to
continue playing the game even if they felt at any point during the study that their performance
levels hitherto are unlikely to win them the first or second prizes.

4.2 Design
A within-subjects design was used to reduce the error variance associated with individual
differences (Hall, 1998). Furthermore, given the study's resource constraints, it ensured less
subjects were necessary for the experiment to go ahead without its statistical validity or
efficiency being compromised. The carryover effects associated with a within-subjects design
were countered by presenting the emails to each participant in a unique and random order.
There were however concerns that fatigue would become an issue, especially as the
experiment was going to run for an additional week and with more emails sent to participants
each day compared to Hearne’s experiment. The pilot study aimed to finalise the appropriate
number of emails to send per participant each day through feedback from its participants on
whether they felt there were too many.

The dependent variables were the participants' number of on time responses and on time
response times. In total, there were 36 types of email based on the following factors: 2
(information gap) x 3 (urgency) x 3 (personal utility) x 2 (cost of reply). Participants received 10
emails of each type. 360 emails were sent to each participant over three weeks. Each
participant received between 20 and 28 emails every day from 9am to 9pm (UK time) with the
number of emails per day and email arrival times randomised. Emails were only sent on
weekdays to ensure participants were not overwhelmed and for results not to be skewed
because of participants' unavailability during the weekend.

Independent variables of information gap, urgency, personal utility and cost of reply were
manipulated through variations in emails’ subject headers.
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Information gap
Two levels were used. When the subject line had no information gap, it revealed how many
points would be rewarded if the email was responded to within the specified time window.
Alternatively, subject lines with an information gap did not show the points value of the
message; this information was contained in the message's body meaning participants needed
to open the message to find out.

Urgency
Three levels were used. A correlation existed between the amount of time participants had to
reply to an email and the email's urgency. That is, the more urgent the email was, the less time
there was to reply. The highest level of urgency required participants to reply to the email
within 20 minutes in order to receive the points assigned to that message; this was
communicated to participants through three '+' symbols in the subject line. The medium level
had two crosses indicating three hours to reply, whereas the lowest level allowed a 24 hour
window to reply and used a single cross. When an email was replied to within the urgency
level's associated time window, it was an 'on time' response.

Personal utility
Three levels were used. Participants derived personal utility from the number of points they
could obtain from an on time response. The highest, medium and lowest number of points for
an on time response were a 100, 30 and 10 points. The points value of an email was always
displayed in its message body irrespective of its subject header’s information gap. However, it
was only displayed in the email's subject line when there was no information gap.

Cost of reply
Two levels were used. An email with a low cost of reply contained the reply code in its message
body; this was communicated using a single '$' symbol in the email's subject line. When a
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participant opened a low-cost email, they needed to copy the code from the message body,
paste it to the email's reply subject line and then hit reply (Figure 1). All emails sent in Emily's
study had the same low cost of reply. This study introduced emails with a high cost of reply;
these emails took longer and more effort to obtain the code to reply with (Figure 2). A high-cost
email required participants to complete a short web-based task that the email linked to before
they could reply successfully; this was indicated using a '$$$' symbol in the email's subject line.
The task involved rating the emotional content of 10 SMS messages with the email's reply code
presented at its completion (see Figures 3 to 5). The task needed to take no more than two
minutes to complete; this number was motivated by David Allen's "Two-Minute Rule" (2002)
that stated if an email takes less than two minutes to quickly read and provide a short response
to, then it would be more cost-effective to reply immediately than to store the task away to
complete later.

Figure 1 – Example of a low cost email
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Figure 2 – Example of a high cost email

Figure 3 –Instructions for the web-based task
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Figure 4 – Example of a SMS message that needs its emotional content rated

Figure 5 – A high cost email’s response code outputted after task completion

4.3 Apparatus & Measures

The bespoke software developed by Jon Bird for Emily Hearne's study was also used here. The
software used a cron job, that ran every three minutes and that looked up participants’ email
schedule each time, to send emails throughout the three weeks at random points between a 12
hour period from 9am to 9pm every weekday. The software also measured participants'
number of responses, and the time they took to respond to emails and to complete the SMS
emotion rater task. The author of this study extended the software to accommodate the new
cost variable. Gilang Pradana of Keio University in Japan implemented the SMS emotion rater
that high-cost emails linked to.
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4.4 Procedure

The three week study involved participants receiving emails each weekday from the same
sender; the sender’s title was “Email Game”. A gamification element was used to increase
engagement and to incentivise participation. Replying to an email on time would win a
participant points. The two participants with the highest number of points at the end of the
study won £100 and £50 respectively. Additionally, to motivate continued participation another
£50 was awarded to a random participant who had responded to more than half of the emails
he/she received.

The information visible in the subject line of emails varied. Each email had a points value: 10
points, 30 points or 100 points. An email's subject did not always communicate the points value
of the message therefore requiring participants to sometimes open the message to find out. To
win points, an email needed to be responded to within a different specified amount of time
that varied depending on its urgency: 20 minutes (urgent), 3 hours or 24 hours (not urgent).
Responding to an email either involved copying and pasting a unique code from the email's
message body into the subject line of the reply, or completing a short web-based task that the
email linked to and copy and pasting the unique code generated at its completion into the
email reply's subject line. The task involved participants rating the emotional content of 10 SMS
messages and took between one and two minutes to complete (M = 1.72 minutes, SD = 2.71)

Participants when providing their consent to take part in this study completed a questionnaire
that captured demographic and behavioural data. The questions asked aimed to gauge the
amount of emails participants received daily, their email usage habits and prioritisation
strategies.

4.5 Pilot Study
A week before running the main experiment, a pilot study was carried out over three days. Four
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participants, none of whom were participating in the main study, were involved. The pilot study
tested the software and was used to correct a few minor issues. The most noteworthy technical
issue experienced was the time discrepancy between the time that emails were recorded as
sent and the time they were actually sent. There was occasionally a delay of more than five
minutes depending on how busy the mail server, which was being shared with other users, was.
As the delay would make the measurements of response times inaccurate and could also mean
that some on time responses could be incorrectly classified as late, a new dedicated mail server
was purchased. A second shortened pilot using the new server was run for an additional day
and involved two participants, neither of whom were participating in the main study. Tests
verified emails were consistently being received within seconds after they were recorded as
being sent.

The pilot was also used to test the SMS emotion rater web-based task that high cost emails
linked to. Changes were made to streamline its layout based on feedback. The incorrect
formatting of some of the text messages was corrected. The instructions were adjusted to
make it clearer what participants were being asked to rate; it was originally not made clear
enough that participants were being asked to rate the emotion that each message's sender
intended to convey as opposed to the emotion that participants felt when they read a message.
Finally, participants usually completed the task between one and two minutes. Emails with a
low cost of reply, on the other hand, were taking less than 15 seconds to reply to. Thus, the task
linked to in high cost emails was neither short enough to be too similar to low cost emails nor
too demanding that the "Two-Minute Rule" (Allen, 2002) did not apply. Therefore, the number
of messages to rate per task (10) remained the same for the main study.

Finally, the pilot was used to evaluate the demand factor and finalise the appropriate minimum
and maximum number of emails to send every day to each participant. The final number range
needed to be:

1) high enough to comprehensively test participants' response strategy;
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2) low enough to not be disruptive to people's daily workflow;

and 3) not too few that the majority of participants could reply to every email that was sent.

Participants received between 24 and 28 emails each day during the pilot. If the feedback
suggested that this was too many emails, the two alternatives that were considered where:

1) extend the main study by a week thereby reducing the number of emails participants
receives each day;

or 2) reduce the number of times each email type is sent thereby reducing not only the number
of emails participants receives each day but also the overall number of emails received
throughout the study (potentially reducing the length of the study to two weeks in the process).

There were however a few reservations with either approach. Participants are unlikely to be
consistently available throughout the four weeks especially as the study was being conducted in
the summer. Secondly, an additional week may result in more people losing interest before the
study's completion. Thirdly, as this study aimed to build on Hearne’s findings, it is important
that it replicated her experiment’s design.

None of the participants reported feeling overwhelmed by the quantity of emails they received.
Thus, it was agreed to proceed with the three week schedule for the main study of 360 emails
per participant with between 20 and 28 emails sent every day.
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5. Results
The study investigated the effect varying the information in the subject header of emails had on
participants' email response strategy. Specifically, it focused on the number of emails that
participants responded to on time and the length of time that they took to reply. The 45
participants were sent 360 emails throughout the three weeks. There were 36 types of email
sent (2 curiosity level x 3 urgency level x 3 personal utility level x 2 cost) with participants
receiving each email type at 10 different and random points during the study. There were 15
participants who failed to reply to at least half of the emails they were sent; their data was
excluded from the analysis.
This left 30 participants (Age – M = 27, Min = 20, Max = 36, SD = 4.33), 23 male and seven
female, for a total of 10,800 messages included in the analysis. Participants included 13 coworkers at a games development studio from various departments (development, QA,
production, marketing), students and academics at UCL, an occupational therapist, aquatic
biologist, IT analyst, financial officer, public affairs and research executive, and HR manager. 27
of the participants were based in the United Kingdom, two in the United Arab Emirates (GMT +
3:00) and one in Switzerland (GMT + 1:00). The time difference for the three non-UK based
participants did not negatively impact their results; they regularly replied to emails that they
received between 9pm and 12am.

5.1 Pre-study Questionnaire
Before the start of the study, all 45 participants completed a questionnaire concerning their
email usage and habits. The majority of the participants (66.66%) reported receiving between
10 and 50 emails every day. 80% of the participants said they look at their email throughout the
day. Participants expressed checking their email when they are at home (68.80%) but not as
often as when they are at work/university (84.44%) or when they are on the go using their
smartphone (82.22%). The laptop is the device participants said they use most often, if not
always, to reply to emails from (76.75%), followed by the smartphone (53.33%). The sender of
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the email was identified by 91.11% of participants as having the most influence on which
unread email to open. This was followed by the email's subject (79.54%) with the least
important factor being whether the email is flagged as important. Finally, participants were
asked to number the order in which they will open these emails:

- A new email from a known sender with a subject
- A new email from a known sender without a subject
- A new email from an unknown sender with a subject
- A new email from an unknown sender without a subject
- A reply to an email

The majority of participants said they would open a reply to an email first (75.56%), a new
email from a known sender with a subject second (28.29%) and without third (6.67%), a new
email from an unknown sender with a subject fourth (4.44%) and without last (2.22%).

The full results of the pre-study questionnaire are in Appendix D.

5.2 Issues
On the first day of the study, a few participants reported difficulties interacting with the high
cost emails’ web-based task when using their phone, tablet or past version of Internet Explorer;
this was not detected during the pilot. Therefore, the web-based task was re-written to ensure
its compatibility on all mobile devices and older browsers (see Appendix G). The updated webbased task was used from the second day of the study with no reported issues hereafter. It
should however be noted that although the launch version of the web-based task had
problems, the number of high cost emails responded to on the first day was in a similar range
to the days that followed.

Once the results were analysed at the study's completion, 23 emails were identified with an
inaccurately recorded response time. Their actual response times were retrieved from the
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inbox of the email account that all participants' replies were sent to, and were updated
accordingly.

5.3 Summary Table of Results
For each participant, the mean on time response time and the mean number of on time
responses for each of the 36 types of email was calculated. Table 1 as well as Figures 6 and 7
show a summary of the statistics recorded per email type.
Mean On

Email

Information

Personal

Type

Gap

Urgency

Utility

Cost

1

Yes

24 hours

10 points

2

Yes

3 hours

3

Yes

4

Time

Mean

Response

Number of

Time

On Time
SD

Responses

SD

Low

91.42 100.70

9.60

0.81

10 points

Low

22.45

16.82

9.20

0.89

20 minutes

10 points

Low

5.25

1.81

7.43

2.31

Yes

24 hours

30 points

Low

61.82

99.39

9.57

0.77

5

Yes

3 hours

30 points

Low

18.66

13.72

9.37

0.93

6

Yes

20 minutes

30 points

Low

5.04

2.61

7.10

2.12

7

Yes

24 hours

100 points

Low

43.81

58.48

9.77

0.50

8

Yes

3 hours

100 points

Low

21.80

18.93

9.50

1.14

9

Yes

20 minutes

100 points

Low

6.01

2.11

7.73

1.46

10

No

24 hours

10 points

Low

82.14

81.24

9.63

0.67

11

No

3 hours

10 points

Low

22.49

12.65

9.27

1.14

12

No

20 minutes

10 points

Low

5.71

2.77

7.03

2.08

13

No

24 hours

30 points

Low

70.48

99.01

9.50

0.94

14

No

3 hours

30 points

Low

19.20

11.52

9.40

0.97

15

No

20 minutes

30 points

Low

5.99

2.76

7.03

1.96

16

No

24 hours

100 points

Low

70.69

86.02

9.80

0.76

17

No

3 hours

100 points

Low

19.77

12.57

9.30

0.99
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(minutes)

Mean On

Personal

Time

Mean

Response

Number of

Time

On Time

Email

Information

Type

Gap

Urgency

Utility

Cost

(minutes)

SD

Responses

SD

18

No

20 minutes

100 points

Low

5.91

2.63

7.33

1.71

19

Yes

24 hours

10 points

High

253.72 225.86

8.10

2.26

20

Yes

3 hours

10 points

High

35.48

21.92

7.13

2.47

21

Yes

20 minutes

10 points

High

6.55

2.47

5.90

2.41

22

Yes

24 hours

30 points

High

237.89 211.55

8.73

2.18

23

Yes

3 hours

30 points

High

38.92

26.13

7.60

2.39

24

Yes

20 minutes

30 points

High

6.69

2.42

6.33

2.75

25

Yes

24 hours

100 points

High

195.96 181.38

8.93

1.86

26

Yes

3 hours

100 points

High

33.13

21.74

8.13

2.13

27

Yes

20 minutes

100 points

High

8.69

7.99

6.77

2.08

28

No

24 hours

10 points

High

222.78 208.32

8.20

2.54

29

No

3 hours

10 points

High

41.48

23.58

7.53

2.78

30

No

20 minutes

10 points

High

7.03

3.04

5.23

2.45

31

No

24 hours

30 points

High

205.18 164.18

8.63

2.33

32

No

3 hours

30 points

High

35.26

26.27

7.97

2.44

33

No

20 minutes

30 points

High

7.18

3.13

5.97

2.53

34

No

24 hours

100 points

High

197.56 190.59

9.07

1.96

35

No

3 hours

100 points

High

34.87

22.52

8.07

2.32

36

No

20 minutes

100 points

High

6.80

2.84

6.07

2.41

Table 1 - Summary of the data recorded for the 36 different email types
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Figure 6 – The mean on time response times for each email type

Figure 7 – The mean number of on time responses for each email type
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5.4 Analysis
Repeated measures ANOVAs were conducted to look at the effects of urgency, gap, and utility
and how they each interact with cost. For each hypothesis, the response times is presented first
and the response numbers second.

Hypothesis 1 - As the cost of reply increases, the speed and number of on time responses
decreases.
The mean on time response time was 32.15 minutes (SD = 22.56) for low cost emails compared
to 87.51 minutes (SD = 59.75) for high cost emails. This supports hypothesis 1 and shows that
when the cost in replying to an email increases, the speed of its reply decreases. Moreover, the
mean number of on time responses for low cost emails was 8.75 compared to 7.47 for high cost
emails. This also supports hypothesis 1 and shows that people are more likely to respond to an
email on time when it requires less time to do so. Therefore, the data showed a significant main
effect of cost, F(1,29)=33.178, p=0.000,

=0.534.

Figure 8 – Mean response times for low cost emails compared to high cost emails
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Figure 9 – Mean number of on time responses for low cost emails compared to high cost emails
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Hypothesis 2 - As personal utility increases, the number of on times responses to high cost
emails will increase but it will not significantly change for low cost emails, whereas the
response times for emails of both cost will similarly decrease.

Figure 10 – Mean response times for low cost & high cost emails of varying personal utility

Cost

Utility

Mean

Std. Deviation

Low

Low

38.2420

27.62576

Low

Medium

30.1993

28.19388

Low

High

27.9986

21.97427

High

Low

94.5057

68.06553

High

Medium

88.5221

60.61058

High

High

79.5020

59.80481

Table 2 – Summary of response times for low cost and high cost emails of varying personal
utility
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For response times, the speed that high cost emails were responded to decreased as the
personal utility increased: its mean response times were 94.51 minutes (SD = 80.87), 88.52
minutes (SD = 72.28) and 79.50 minutes (SD = 71.18) for low, medium and high personal utility
emails. The mean response times for low cost emails dropped similarly when there was an
increase in personal utility: 38.24 minutes (SD = 35.99), 30.20 minutes (SD = 38.17) and 27.99
minutes (SD = 30.12). Thus, although there was a significant small effect of utility,
F(2,58)=6.039, p=0.004,

=0.172, there was no interaction effect found for cost with utility in

relation to response times, F(2,58)=413, p=0.664 (see Figure 10). This supports hypothesis 2
and shows that an increase in personal utility will reduce the response times of emails
irrespective of their cost, and that the difference in response times between high utility and low
utility emails for both costs will be similar.

Figure 11 – Mean number of on time responses for low cost and high cost emails of varying
personal utility
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Cost

Utility

Mean

Std. Deviation

Low

Low

8.694

1.31703

Low

Medium

8.661

1.28116

Low

High

8.906

1.09323

High

Low

7.0166

2.48483

High

Medium

7.5388

2.43454

High

High

7.8388

2.12539

Table 3 – Summary of number of on time responses for low cost and high cost emails of varying
personal utility

For number of responses, when high cost emails had a high personal utility, the mean number
of on time responses was 7.84 (SD = 2.13). However, this decreased to 7.54 (SD = 2.44) when
the personal utility was reduced to medium, and a low personal utility decreased it further to
7.02 (SD = 2.49). This result supports hypothesis 2 and shows that people are more likely to
reply to high cost emails when they are adequately incentivised. In addition, similar to Hearne's
study, there were no main effects of points on the number of on time responses for low cost
emails: its mean varied from 8.91 (SD = 1.09), 8.661 (SD = 1.28) and 8.69 (SD = 1.32) for high,
medium and low personal utility emails. Thus, the data showed a significant effect of utility,
F(1.537,44.573)=8.51, p=0.002, as well as a significant interaction between the two factors but
only when the cost was high, F(1.645, 47.693)=3.86, p=0.035 (see Figure 11). This supports
hypothesis 2 by emphasising that personal utility plays a greater role when processing emails
where an immediate and short reply is not feasible.
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Hypothesis 3 - When urgency is high, low cost emails will be responded to more often than
high cost emails. However, as the urgency decreases, the difference in the number of on time
responses between low cost and high cost emails will be reduced. As for the speed of
responses, as urgency decreases, low cost emails will be responded to significantly faster
than high cost emails.

Figure 12 – Mean response times for low cost and high cost emails of varying urgency
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Cost

Urgency

Mean

Std. Deviation

Low

Low

70.0600

61.79214

Low

Medium

20.7270

11.88239

Low

High

5.6530

1.72492

High

Low

218.8495

167.38719

High

Medium

36.5224

17.66303

High

High

7.1580

1.65982

Table 4 - Summary of response times for low cost and high cost emails of varying urgency

For response times, when the urgency is medium or low, the mean response time for high cost
emails was 127.69 minutes (SD = 110.34) compared to 45.39 minutes (SD = 50.92) for low cost
emails. In contrast, there was a minimal difference between the mean response times of high
cost and low cost emails that were highly urgent, 7.16 minutes (SD = 3.65) and 5.65 minutes (SD
= 2.45), and approximately none when the 99 seconds participants took on average to
complete the web-based task that high cost emails linked to was considered. There was
however a noticeable difference when comparing the mean response times of high cost and
low cost emails with a medium urgency: 36.52 minutes (SD = 23.69) and 20.73 minutes (SD =
14.37). Furthermore, there was a significant difference in the mean response times of high cost
and low cost emails with a low urgency: 218.85 minutes (SD = 196.98) and 70.06 minutes (SD =
87.47). Thus, the data, after being adjusted for non-spherical data using Greenhouse-Geisser’s
estimates of sphericity (ɛ - .65), showed significant main effects of urgency,
F(1.107,29.483)=49.759, p=0.00, =0.632, for response times as well as an interaction,
F(1.102,29.337)=29.086 , p=0.00, =0.501 (see Figure 12). These results support hypothesis 3
and show that people take more time to reply to an email when it has a high cost of reply but
does not need an urgent response.
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Figure 13 – Mean number of on time responses for low cost and high cost emails of varying
urgency

Cost

Urgency

Mean

Std. Deviation

Low

Low

9.6444

.45218

Low

Medium

9.3389

.71181

Low

High

7.2778

1.52271

High

Low

8.6111

1.86741

High

Medium

7.7389

2.07137

High

High

6.0444

1.99757

Table 5 – Summary of number of on time responses for low cost and high cost emails of varying
urgency

For number of responses, the mean number of on time responses for high cost emails with a
high urgency level was 6.04 (SD = 2.44) compared to 7.28 (SD = 1.94) for the low cost
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equivalent. High cost emails with a low urgency, on the other hand, had a mean 8.61 (SD = 2.19)
number of on time responses compared to 9.65 (SD = 0.74) for low cost emails with the same
urgency. This supports hypothesis 3 and shows that when an email's recipient is given
reasonable time (i.e. 24 hours) to reply to an email, then the difference in the reply ratio of low
cost emails to high cost emails decreases. However, hypothesis 3 is not fully supported because
the difference in the number of on time responses between high cost and low cost emails was
at its most when the urgency level was medium: 7.74 (SD = 2.42) and 9.34 (SD = 1.01). This
suggests that the deferral of a response to a high cost email does not benefit from the
additional two hours and forty minutes afforded by the medium urgency level as much as a low
cost email does. This is emphasised by the minimal difference in the mean number of responses
for low and medium urgency messages in the low cost condition (9.65 (SD = 0.74) and 9.34 (SD
= 1.01)) compared to the significant drop when the cost of responding is high (8.61 (SD = 2.19)
and 7.74 (SD = 2.42)). This shows a significant effect of urgency, F(1.616,46.869)=103.142,
p=0.000, as well as a significant interaction between urgency and cost for number of responses,
F(1.798, 52.131)=4.588, p=0.017 (see Figure 13). Additionally, this result discrepancy indicates
that high cost emails’ optimal deferral time is greater than three hours; this is supported by
their mean response time of 218.85 minutes when highly urgent (SD = 196.98).
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Hypothesis 4 - High cost and low cost emails with an information gap will be replied to more
often than the same type of email without an information gap, but the response times of high
cost and low cost emails with an information gap will be similar.

Figure 14 – Mean response times for low cost and high cost emails of varying information gap

Cost

Information Gap

Mean

Std. Deviation

Low

No

33.5990

26.03929

Low

Yes

30.6944

24.90034

High

No

84.2385

56.19524

High

Yes

90.7814

66.13274

Table 6 - Summary of response times for low cost and high cost emails of varying information
gap
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For response times, the data showed no effect information gap, F(1,29)=0.269, p=0.608, nor
any interaction, F(1,29)=2.224, p=0.147 (see Figure 14). The mean response time for low cost
emails with an information gap was 30.69 minutes (SD = 34.95) in contrast to 90.78 minutes (SD
= 77.94) for high cost emails with an information gap. Hearne (2011) found that emails with an
information gap induced curiosity and were replied to faster regardless of their personal utility
value. Low cost emails in this study were also replied to faster, albeit slightly, when they had an
information gap: mean response time of 30.69 minutes (SD = 34.95) for low cost emails with an
information gap compared to 33.60 minutes (SD = 34.57) without. Unlike low cost emails, high
cost emails were replied to faster when they had no information gap: mean response time of
90.78 minutes (SD = 77.94) for high cost emails with an information gap and 84.24 minutes (SD
= 71.61) without. It remains unclear why information gap has an inconsistent effect on email
response times for low cost and high cost emails. These results did not support hypothesis 4
and suggest that in an inbox with emails of varying cost, information gap has a negligible effect
on people's email response behaviour.

Figure 15 – Mean number of on time responses for low cost and high cost emails of varying
information gap
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Cost

Information Gap

Mean

Std. Deviation

Low

No

8.7000

.82951

Low

Yes

8.8074

.78942

High

No

7.4148

1.98117

High

Yes

7.5148

1.80522

Table 7 – Summary of number of on time responses for low cost and high cost emails of varying
information gap

For number of responses, the data showed no effect of information gap, F(1,33)=1.681,
p=0.205, and found no interaction whatsoever between cost and information gap (see Figure
15). The mean number of responses for high cost emails with an information gap was 7.52 (SD =
2.28), which was slightly more than the 7.42 (SD = 2.42) when they had no information gap.
Low cost emails had a similar response pattern: the mean number of responses when low cost
emails had an information gap was 8.81 (SD = 1.22) compared to 8.69 (SD = 1.25) without.
Although these results support hypothesis 4, the difference in responses between emails with
an information gap and without was marginal. This suggests the information gap has no
significant difference on what emails people respond to.

5.5 Post-study Questionnaire
At the end of the study, participants reflected on their experience by completing a
questionnaire. 42 of the 45 participants responded including all 30 participants who had met
the game's minimum reply threshold. 57.14% of participants said they found themselves
checking their email more regularly during the study. Of the four studied factors (cost,
information gap, personal utility and urgency), the majority of participants (52.38%) considered
urgency to be the most influential factor on when they replied to an email. Cost followed with
30.95% whereas personal utility came in third with 19.05%. Information gap was the least most
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effective factor with only 4.76%. Furthermore, the majority of participants (54.76%) perceived
that an information gap had no effect whatsoever on their behaviour. The majority of
participants (59.52%) said they responded to emails in a non-chronological order. The recurring
theme in people's strategies was the immediate response to 1) highly urgent emails irrespective
of their cost and 2) low cost emails irrespective of their personal utility or urgency. In addition,
a number of participants expressed deferring the response to high cost emails that were not
highly urgent for when they were not busy at work and/or later in the evening after they
returned from work. Personal utility was frequently cited as a factor considered when
prioritising which emails from a deferred batch to respond to first. Participants found the SMS
emotion rater task mostly time consuming, sometimes challenging and almost never fun.
Finally, the majority of participants (42.86%) identified the £100 prize money as their prime
motivator to continue contributing to the study.

The full results of the post-study questionnaire are in Appendix F.

The findings are summarised further in the discussion, which is the next section in the paper.
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6. Discussion
The aim of this study was to collect longitudinal data to identify the effect that the cost of
replying to emails has on real world email response behaviour. As the study was based on a
previous unpublished undergraduate thesis by Emily Hearne, it also observed the effect of cost
in relation to the factors (information gap, urgency, and personal utility) that Hearne had
studied. The results showed that cost affected participants' response patterns as low cost
emails were responded to both faster and more often than emails with a high cost of reply
(supporting Hypothesis 1). Secondly, the findings indicated that participants replied more often
to high cost emails when they had a higher personal utility, whereas an increased personal
utility had a minimal effect on the number of responses to low cost emails (supporting
Hypothesis 2). It was also found that the difference in response times between high utility and
low utility emails of both costs was similar (supporting Hypothesis 2). Thirdly, when emails were
not highly urgent, participants took more time to reply to high cost emails (partly supporting
Hypothesis 3). When there was high urgency, participants responded more often to low cost
emails (partly supporting Hypothesis 3) but the difference in the number of responses to high
cost and low cost emails was unexpectedly at its most when the urgency was medium (partly
refuting Hypothesis 3). Finally, information gap had no effect on the number of responses for
neither high cost or low cost emails, whereas it had an inconsistent effect on the speed of
responses whereby high cost emails without an information gap and low cost emails with an
information gap were responded to the fastest (refuting Hypothesis 4).

The results are now discussed according to the four factors observed and in relation to previous
research.
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6.1 Cost

Cost of reply was a factor introduced in this study to address the limitation of Hearne's research
whereby the weight of all emails sent to her participants were consistent. Cost had a significant
effect on both the speed and the number of on time responses. Not only were low cost emails
responded to more often than high cost emails, their response times were also significantly
faster in comparison.

For response times, the findings indicate that when an email has a higher cost of reply, people
are more likely to take additional time to reply because they do not have the time available
and/or knowledge necessary to immediately respond. Therefore, there will be a delay between
the time that the email is initially read and the time that it is eventually responded to. The
extent of this delay appears to depend on the urgency of the email: as it increased, the speed of
on time responses was faster. This was the same effect on response times as Hearne's study.
This study however shows that the cost of reply affects the response times associated with
each urgency level. Although the results suggest that the cost of reply has a minimal effect on
response times when emails need to be responded to urgently, the findings also show emails
that have at least three hours to be responded to will have significantly different response
times depending on their cost of reply.

David Allen's "Two-Minute Rule" (2002) stated if an email takes less than two minutes to
quickly read and provide a short response to, then it would be more cost-effective to reply
immediately than to store the task away to complete later. Although this study's findings show
faster response times for low cost emails, the time it took participants to reply to a low cost
email (less than 15 seconds) was significantly less than Allen's two minutes, and thereby it
cannot be ascertained that these emails were responded to faster specifically because they
were below Allen's two minute threshold. The results however suggest a similar heuristic may
have been employed when deciding whether to respond immediately or defer, and that a
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threshold might exist between 15 seconds and two minutes which can only be more accurately
identified by conducting a study where there are more than two levels of cost used.

For number of responses, as the cost of reply increased, the number of responses decreased. As
time is a finite commodity and because people are receiving a high number of emails every day,
if an email is time-consuming to respond to, then the recipient needs one or more reasons to
justify a response. The results show that when a high cost email has increased personal utility,
then it is more likely to be responded as the return on the time and effort investment can be
justified. Although this suggests the replication of Wainer et al.'s finding that people are more
likely to read messages with a higher personal utility, there was no data available to confirm
whether messages were responded to in the order that they were opened. Furthermore, this
finding contradicted Hearne's that personal utility has no effect on people's email response
behaviour. However, this study's results also show that when the cost of reply is low, personal
utility has a minimal effect thereby partly supporting Hearne's finding. This emphasises that it is
only when an email cannot be responded to quickly that the recipient needs to incentivised,
and if they are not, then they are less likely to respond.

As urgency increased, there were a fewer number of responses, irrespective of cost, replicating
Hearne's finding. The smallest difference in the number of responses between high cost and
low cost emails was when they had 24 hours to be responded to. As high cost emails are not
conducive to short replies, a day allows its response to be initially deferred and later acted on.
This study however failed to show that the response ratio of low to high cost emails is reduced
with decreased urgency; the biggest difference in the number of responses between low cost
and high cost emails was when participants had three hours to respond to an email (as opposed
to 20 minutes). This suggests high cost emails benefited less than low cost emails from the
additional two hours and forty minutes afforded by the medium urgency level. That is, when a
person defers responding to a high cost email, they are more likely to return to it after three
hours. Moreover, this indicates that low cost emails with a high urgency that were not
responded to may have only been neglected because the recipient did not see the email within
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the 20 minutes after it was sent. Three hours to respond represents an 800% increase in the
response timeframe thereby significantly reducing the possibility of a failure to reply as a result
of not seeing the email on time. This suggests people are more likely to check their email once
every three hours than every 20 minutes. However, due to the significant difference in the
response timeframe of low and medium urgency messages, the minimum time people most
commonly spend before checking their email cannot be determined until a study with
additional urgency levels is conducted.

6.2 Information Gap
Emails with an information gap were responded to slightly slower but marginally more than
emails without. This was similar to Wainer et al.'s study where there was no effect of
information gap for emails that used a variable personal utility, but only partially replicated
Hearne's where information gap had a significant effect on response times but not on number
of responses. The addition of the cost factor appears to have negated the effect of an
information gap on the participants' email response patterns. The post-study questionnaire's
results indicated that the information gap was considered the least important criteria when
determining when to reply to an email. Moreover, the two factors that participants stated had
the most effect on their response patterns were urgency and cost - both were always visible in
emails' subject header regardless of the information gap. Thus, information gap may have had
no effect because it was hiding information (personal utility) that was not considered
important. This study as well as Hearne's only tested the effectiveness of information gap when
it is tied to a specific type of information. Therefore, a study whereby the type of information
hidden in subject headers is varied will need to be conducted in order gain a better
understanding on the general effectiveness of information gap.

The results did however show significant interactions between information gap and personal
utility, similar to Hearne's study: as personal utility increased, high information gap emails
were responded to more often but slower than low information gap emails. Low information
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gap emails may have been responded to faster because it is more likely that there is an
intention to reply immediately after they are opened, but they may not have been opened as
often as high information gap emails because a decision can be made from an inbox-level to
defer or ignore emails whose compensation amount is not high. For low information gap
emails, participants may have followed Siu et al's email flow, and glanced at their inbox,
scanned the emails' subject headers and deferred the response of the non-high personal utility
emails. The deferred lower utility emails may sometimes not have been returned to due to
their smaller points value not serving as an effective memory trigger. For high information gap
emails, when they were opened, its recipient may have been more likely to follow through and
reply to the email immediately as this action prompts Kashdan et al.'s state of absorption
whereby he/she is motivated to finish the task by replying irrespective of the personal utility
discovered. Thus, emails with a low or medium personal utility, that may have been ignored if
this information was communicated from an inbox-level, were more likely to be responded to
from this context.

Finally, it should be noted that of the 30 participants whose data was considered for this study's
analysis, the majority used a Microsoft Exchange Server account. The default interface for this
type of email account is a two-panel selector with the inbox visible in the left-hand column and
the selected message's content simultaneously displayed in the right-hand column. This
interface pattern makes the process of examining the content of a message faster and easier, as
the message selection and message content views are combined in contrast to Gmail, for
example, where a new page is opened when an email is selected. Thus, the time it takes to find
out the information missing in emails' subject headers is reduced, because no switching cost is
incurred as there is no need to change view states in order to examine the content of the email.
As a result, this may have caused the effect of information gap to become insignificant.
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6.3 Personal Utility
Emails' personal utility has an effect on response times and number of responses: as personal
utility increased, emails were responded to faster as well as more often. Considering the
participants were competing in a game where cash prizes were rewarded to the two people
with the highest number of points at the end of the study, it came as no surprise that emails'
personal utility significantly affected participants' email response behaviour. The results suggest
people are more motivated to reply to emails when the value that they perceive to extract from
their correspondence is a satisfactory trade-off of their time and they feel that their response
will be meaningfully reciprocated. Although Hearne's study found personal utility has no effect
on response behaviour, it should be noted that there was no effect of personal utility on
neither the response times nor the number of responses for low cost emails in this study too.
This suggests that when an email is quick to reply to, then the recipient is more likely to
consider it more cost-effective to respond immediately than to spend superfluous processing
time contemplating whether to reply or counter-intuitively deferring a response.

Hearne found the effect of personal utility was only significant when points interacted with an
information gap. Specifically, her results showed the response times for 100 points emails were
longer when there was no information gap. Although this study's results show the effect of
personal utility is independent to the information gap, it did replicate Hearne's finding: the
response times for high personal utility emails were longer when there was a low information
gap. This finding may be explained through Venolia et al. and, more specifically, Siu et al.'s
models of email processing. People may scan the subject headers of high personal utility emails
with a low information gap, and defer a response by flagging them because they have many
other emails to attend to first and/or they do not have the time to respond immediately. This
deferring behaviour is less likely to occur with lower personal utility emails because they are
not considered important enough to act on immediately nor worry about later.
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6.4 Urgency
The majority of participants in the post-study questionnaire considered an email's urgency to
be the factor that had the most effect on when they replied to an email. This was reflected in
the study's results. Urgency affected email response times and number of responses similar to
Hearne's study: as urgency increased, emails were responded to faster but less often. When the
effect of each studied factor is considered in isolation, emails that could be responded to within
24 hours (i.e. low urgency) amassed the most number of responses. Furthermore, of the three
factors directly motivating participants to respond (cost, personal utility and urgency), the
difference in the number of responses when comparing each factor's maximum and minimum
values was the greatest between high/low urgent emails compared to high/low utility and
high/low cost emails. This suggests that if a person is afforded a reasonable amount of time to
respond to an email, such as an entire day, then they are much more likely to respond
irrespective of the length of time its processing will involve or its personal value to the
recipient. That is, time is the greatest incentive to reply.

On the other hand, the results also suggest that when a person has limited time to reply to an
email, then they are more likely to respond immediately, whatever the cost of reply, as they do
not have the luxury of deferring a response to a later time. However, the limited time
opportunity to respond will result in less email responses because there is an increased
possibility that the email will be opened after it needed a response by. A number of emails may
have not received a response due to participants' inability to check their email on time due to a
temporary absence of Internet connectivity such as during the commute to/from work.
Moreover, if a response is necessary within 20 minutes and the email has a high cost of reply,
then the results suggest it is even less likely to receive a response. This indicates that if an email
has a high cost of reply, a 20 minute response timeframe may be unreasonable, especially
during hours when people are traditionally more likely not to be contactable.
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6.5 Limitations and Future Research
As this study was based on Hearne's, a couple of her study's limitations still applied. Firstly, as a
result of the study being made into a game, participants' primary motivation was to reply to as
many emails as possible in order to win the £100 or £50 cash prizes. This was confirmed by the
majority of participants citing the prize money as the factor that most encouraged their
continued participation in the study. Although people in the real-world are incentivised to
respond to their emails when a response is tied to the accomplishment of a specific task, such
as the arrangement of a meeting or finalisation of a business deal, the incentive is usually not as
well defined nor as immediate. Thus, participants' response behaviour during the study may
not directly extrapolate to the processing of their work or personal emails that they receive
outside of the game.

Secondly, although all participants received the same number of emails from the study, they all
received a different number of emails of potentially varying cost, personal utility and urgency
from outside of the study that may have affected their response strategy towards emails from
the game. Wainer et al.’s study suggest emails are less likely to be read when the demand is
high. The inability to control demand will have resulted in a more ecologically valid inbox for
participants to process their game's emails from, but it may have also resulted in the email
demand on each participant throughout the three weeks to have been different. Furthermore,
as no data was recorded to determine the external email demand that was placed on
participants, the effect demand may have had on response behaviour was not known.

The introduction of the cost factor addressed the major limitation of Hearne's study whereby
all emails were low cost and reportedly took on average less than 15 seconds to complete.
However there were only two levels of cost used (high and low) in this experiment, whereas
Dabbish et al (2005) showed there are three types of email responses: 1) 'rapid-response tasks';
2) 'extended-response tasks'; and 3) 'interdependent tasks'. This study's high cost emails only
included an extended-response task. No emails were sent whereby the participants needed
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input from others. Interdependent task emails may have required participants to send a new
email to a different game entity requesting the desired information. Furthermore, the task that
participants completed to respond to high cost emails did not change. Although email users
may routinely complete one or more tasks frequently when responding to emails, it is
unrealistic that they are burdened with the same task consistently. Thus, a future study could
include a third level of cost as well as varying the task associated with each cost level's email.

The message body for either cost emails were homogenous. Thus, participants would not need
to read the content of either email type once they had become familiar with their uniform
structures and knew where to specifically look for the response code in low cost emails and the
task link in high cost emails. By varying the content and structure of emails in future research,
this will increase the ecological validity of the processing involved as it will encourage
participants to at least scan, if not read, each email. Moreover, similar to Hearne's study, and
unlike Wainer et al.'s, all emails sent to the participants were from the same sender in contrast
to the real world where people receive emails from different senders of varying roles every day.
The pre-study questionnaire indicated that an email's sender was the most important variable
when determining which email to open first. Thus, in order for the emails sent in a future study
to more accurately represent the diverse range of emails that people receive in the real world,
it would be beneficial for the senders to meaningfully vary.

Finally, it is noteworthy that the measurements in this study, similar to Hearne's, were strictly
of the email response times and number of responses. This is in contrast to Wainer et al.'s
where they measured how often emails were read. As the opening times of emails were not
recorded in this study, it was not possible to assess the effect each of the four studied factors
(cost, information gap, personal utility, urgency) may have had on the order messages were
opened. Future research could record this data to identify the order emails are opened as well
as determine when an email was opened but not acted on. However, this may be impractical to
accomplish, especially if the email account that participants are sent emails to are their own.
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6.6 Conclusion
Each day, whether at home or work, people receive an overwhelming quantity of email.
Previous research has demonstrated how numerous factors influence how people process their
email. However, none had considered that the time it takes to respond to an email can affect
when it is responded to. This study presents a new awareness on the effect that the cost of
reply has on if and when emails are responded to. Furthermore, it provides an improved
understanding of which cues in emails' subject line text have the most effect on attention and
response to email. The results suggest that when an email takes longer to respond to then it is
less likely to be responded to and, if it is, people will take longer to send a response. Emails with
a high cost of reply are more likely to receive a response when they have increased personal
utility. Low cost emails, on the other hand, are not affected by personal utility. Cost does not
affect the influence of a message's information gap or urgency. Curiosity evoked by not
revealing the personal utility of emails in the subject line has no effect whereas increased
urgency leads to faster response times but less responses regardless of the cost of reply. These
findings can assist email users on how to write more effective subject line text, as well as steer
their expectations on when to expect their emails to be responded by. If an email is fast and
easy to respond to, then email senders are advised to communicate this clearly in the subject.
However, when an email's response is less straightforward, then the email sender should
present the recipient with reasonable time and incentive to respond. These principles can also
be applied when designing intelligent email systems. For example, non-urgent high cost emails
may be queued and incrementally revealed once the system detects you have the time to
respond to them so not to exacerbate the feeling of being overwhelmed. Furthermore, as this
study has shown that people behave differently when dealing with emails of varying cost, email
client interfaces may become more efficient if their designs reflected this finding. In a society
that is becoming ever more dependent on email communication, any help to improve the
efficiency of a technology we use each day is invaluable. By applying these learnt principles,
processing email may become a less arduous task.
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Appendix A
Consent Form
You've been invited to take part in a study that is investigating how people prioritise which
emails they read and respond to.
The study will run for three weeks from July 29 till August 16 (excluding weekends). You will
receive between 24 to 28 emails each day from 9am to 9pm. Replying to an email on time wins
you points. The person who has collected the most points at the end of the study will win £100.
The runner-up will win £50. Finally, a third person who actively participated during the three
weeks will be picked at random to win £50.
The amount of time you have to respond to win points and the number points rewarded for a
timely response will vary per message. Replying to an email will either involve:
1) copy and pasting a unique code from the email's body into the subject header of the reply;
or 2) completing a short task that the email links to that involves rating the emotional content
of 10 text messages, and copy and pasting the unique code presented at its completion into the
reply's subject header.
Each email's subject line will consist of the following symbols:
1) a '+' symbol to indicate message urgency with the number of plus symbols denoting how
much time you have to reply to the message:
i) '+' - 24 hours;
ii) '++' - 3 hours;
and iii) '+++' - 20 minutes.
For example, if the message's subject contains '++' that means you must reply within three
hours of receiving the message to win its points.
2) a '$' symbol to indicate the time cost of replying to the message:
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i) '$' - the code to reply with is in the message's body;
or ii) '$$$' - you must complete the task linked to in the message to receive a reply code.
3) Sometimes the subject line will show the points value of the message (10pts, 30pts or
100pts). When it doesn't, you must open the message to find out.
If you agree to participate, please click the "Next" button to confirm your consent and to fill out
a brief questionnaire to answer a few questions about yourself and your current email
usage/habits.
Please note that you will not be personally identified in the data; all data will be collected and
stored in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. Even after agreeing to take part, you
can still withdraw at any time and without giving a reason.
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Appendix B
Recruitment Web Page
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Appendix C
Pre-study Questionnaire Form
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Appendix D
Pre-study Questionnaire Results
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Appendix E
Post-study Questionnaire Form
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Appendix F
Post-study Questionnaire Results
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Appendix G
Version History of Web-based Task for High Cost Emails

First (launch) version of SMS Emotion Rater

Final version of SMS Emotion Rater
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